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2,863,992 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF RAILWAY ‘CLASSI 

FICATION YARD TRACK SWITCHES 

John R. George, Concord, Mass, and Sih Hsuin Tsiang, 
Morristown, N. J., assignors to Westinghouse Air Brake 
Company, Wilmerding, Pa., a corporation of Penn 
sylvania 

Application June 18, 1956, Serial No. 592,198 

14 Claims. (Cl. 246-2) 

Our invention relates to the automatic control of rail 
way classi?cation yard track switches and more particu 
larly to an improved means of transferring preselected 
switch controls from one switch location to the succeed 
ing switch location along the route to be followed by the 
corresponding cars, this improved transferring means 
eing particularly adaptable in yards including lap switch 

arrangements. 
Our invention is an improvement on the system shown 

in the copending application for Letters Patent of the 
United States, Serial No. 355,281, ?led May 15, 1953 
by Benjamin Mishelevich for the Automatic Control of 
Railway Classi?cation Yard Track Switches. 
A railway classi?cation yard is a group of railway 

racks wherein a single track, preferably leading from 
a hump or hill, diverges into a large number of storage 
tracks through suitable track switches. In such a yard, 
railway cars, either singly or in multiple car groups or 
cuts, are allowed to run down the hump in close succes 
sion with each car or cut of cars being directed to a par 
ticular storage track in accordance with its eventual 
destination. Since in practice a large number of such 
cuts of cars follow each other off the hump in close suc 
cession, it has been found advantageous in the opera 
tion of such classi?cation yards to have an automatic 
control system for the various track switches by which 
the cars are routed to a proper storage track. Such 
automatic control systems are known in the art as is 
evidenced by the previously mentioned copending ap 
plication, Serial No. 355,281. 

In the operation of the automatic control systems for 
merly used, some disadvantages have been encountered, 
particularly in those yards having one or more lap 
switch arrangements. For example, an occasional dou 
ble transfer of route storages occurs due to close spacing 
of cuts of cars and the physical layout of the lap switches. 
This results in the misrouting of some of the follow 
ing cuts of cars until the error can be recti?ed by the 
operator of the yard. A second disadvantage encoun 
tered is the unnecessary delay in the transfer of route 
storages from the lap switch storage units when a suc 
ceeding route storage is to be transferred along the route 
which includes only the ?rst switch of the lap arrange 
ment. It would be advantageous, under this situation, 
if the second storage may be transferred direct to the 
next switch location without cascading into the ?nal 
storage bank associated with the lap switch arrangement. 
Thus to assure a high humping rate, that is, the handling 
of cuts of cars close together, it is advantageous in the 
operation of a classi?cation yard to assure rapid trans 
fer of route storages through the automatic control 
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system but at the same time to prevent any double trans 
fer of these storages during the passage of a single cut 
over any particular switch, particularly a lap switch ar 
rangement. 

Accordingly, it is an object of our invention to pro 
vide an improved system of automatic control of railway 
classi?cation yard track switches. 
Another object of our invention is to provide such an 

automatic switching system which permits cars to be 
handled close together in the yard without delaying the 
transfer of the route storages between switch locations. 
A further object of our invention is to provide such an 

automatic switching system in which a double transfer 
of route storages during the passage of a single cut of 
cars over a particular switch is prevented. 

Still another object of our invention is to provide such 
a switching system in which the route storage unit asso 
ciated with a lap switch arrangement may at times func 
tion as two separate storage units. 

It is also an object of our invention to provide a 
switching system which permits simultaneous transfer of 
two separate and distinct route storages along two sep 
arate routes diverging from a single lap switch location. 

Still another object of our invention is to provide a 

switching system in which a second and therefore proper transfer of a route storage during a single occu 

pancy of a switch detector circuit is prevented. 
Another object of our invention is to provide an im 

proved automatic switching system in which each occu 
pancy of a switch detector circuit by a car transfers only 
one route storage and in which a succeeding route stor 
age may be transferred directly from a preceding stor 
age bank of the storage unit if the transfer of the lead 
ing route storage from the ?nal bank is delayed. 

Other objects and features of our invention will be 
obvious as the speci?cation progresses. 

In practicing our invention, we ?rst provide a transfer 
control relay in conjunction with the storage unit asso 
ciated with each switch location. This transfer control 
relay is energized when a route storage is transferred 
from that storage unit, that is, from the ?nal bank of 
that storage unit, to the initial storage bank in the cor 
responding storage unit associated with the next switch 
along any of the possible routes. Once energized, this 
transfer control relay prevents the transfer of a route 
storage. In the storage unit associated with a lap switch 
arrangement, that is, with both switches of such an ar 
rangement, special circuits are provided which hold the 
transfer control relay energized after the initial route 
transfer regardless of the sequence of events until that 
particular cut of cars clears the entire switch location. 
In other words, regardless of the sequence of release or 
reenergization of the detector track relays associated with 
the lap switches or of the immediate transfer into the 
unit of succeeding route storages, the transfer control re 
lay is held energized to prevent another route storage 
transfer from the unit until the cut of cars is completely 
clear of all of the detector circuits associated with the 
lap switches. At this time, it is permissible to release 
the transfer control relay and permit a second transfer 
when the next cut arrives. 

Secondly, in practicing our invention, we provide a cir 
cuit arrangement at the same storage unit associated 
with the lap switches which allows certain route transfers 
to be made direct from a preceding storage bank without 
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these routes cascading into the ?nal storage bank. These 
circuits are effective when a ?rst cut is following a pre 
selected route which requires it to traverse both switches 
of the lap arrangement while a second or following cut 
is so routed as to traverse only the ?rst switch of the lap 
arrangement. Under these conditions, an auxiliary relay 
is energized which disconnects the single switch route 
transfer controls from their normal channels and con 
nects them to certain auxiliary channels provided as part 
of our invention. This reconnection permits the second 
route storage to be transferred direct from the preceding 
bank to the storage unit associated with the next switch 
along the route including only the ?rst switch of the lap 
arrangement. As will appear in the following descrip— 
tion. these two improvements allow a rapid and accurate 
transfer of all route storages along the proper channel of 
?ow. 
We shall now describe one form of an automatic con 

trol system for classi?cation yard track switches embody 
ing our invention and then point out the novel features 
thereof in the appended claims. 

In the accompanying drawings. Fig. l is a partly di 
agrammatic, partly schematic view of a railroad classi 
?cation yard equipped with an automatic switching sys 
tem embodying the details of our invention. 

Figs. 2a to 2)‘ show diagrammatically the control cir 
cuits of the automatic switching system for the classi?ca 
tion yard of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is an assembly diagram for the various parts of 
Fig. 2. 

In each of the drawings similar reference characters 
refer to similar parts of the apparatus. It is also pointed 
out at this time that a suitable source of; control energy 
is provided for the control circuits of Fig. 2, this power 
source being preferably a battery of proper voltage and 
capacity. However. for the sake of simplicity, this power 
source is not shown in the drawings, its positive and 
negative terminals being identi?ed by the conventional 
reference characters B and N. respectively. Also, the 
contacts of slow acting relays are identi?ed in a conven 
tional manner by the use of vertical arrows thereon, the 
direction of the arrows indicating the direction in which 
the relays are slow in operating. 

Referring now to Fig. 1. there is shown in this drawing 
in a conventional manner a nine track railroad classi?ca- . 
tion yard. Cuts of cars enter this yard from the hump 
over the single track at the left of the drawing. This 
single track diverges through the various switches into 
the nine storage or classi?cation tracks which are num 
bered 1 to 9 from the top to the bottom of the drawing. 
respectively. The cuts of cars being classi?ed are routed 
into the selected storage track by the various switches. It 
will be considered throughout this speci?cation that a 
switch which is positioned to divert cars traversing it 
to the left-hand lead is in its normal position while a . 
switch postioned to divert cars to the right'hand lead 5‘ 
considered to be in its reverse position. In the conven 
tional form used in Fig. l, the switches are shown in the 
simplest manner possible. The switches are designated 
by the reference character SW pre?xed by a hyphenated 
number which indicates the storage tracks to which that 
switch leads. For example, the initial switch in the yard 
is designated by the reference character 1-——9SW to in 
dicate that it leads to, or controls the routes to, storage 
tracks 1 to 9. that is. all of the tracks in the yard. As 
another example. the next switch which a car traverses 
if it passes over switch 1.——9SW in its normal position 
is the switch designated by the reference character 1— 
25W which indicates that this latter switch controls the 
routes to storage tracks 1 and 2. The signi?cance of 
the reference characters designating the remaining 
switches in this yard will now be obvious from this pre 
ceding explanation. 

Each switch in this classi?cation yard is provided with 
a power operated switch movement which controls the 
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positioning of the switch points to their normal or re 
verse positions. These switch movements are not shown 
in this particular ?gure of the drawings as any well known 
type of switch movement may be used. A speci?c type 
will be discussed hereinafter in connection with the actual 
circuit details to provide a speci?c showing of switch 
control. It is to be understood that these power operated 
switch movements are controlled to operate the switch 
to the desired position according to the preselected routes 
which flow through the automatic switching system em 
bodying our invention with which this classi?cation yard 
is equipped. It is to be further understood that the sys 
tem of our invention may be applied to railroad classi 
?cation yards having any desired number of storage tracks 
and is not limited to the particular size yard of nine tracks 
shown in Fig. 1 of the drawings. 

Each switch of this classi?cation yard here shown is 
also provided with a detector track section. These sec 
tions are set off by insulated joints from the remainder of 
the rails of the various tracks, these insulated joints be 
ing shown in a conventional manner by the heavy lines 
at right angles to the conventional single line represent 
ing the railroad track. Each detector track section is 
designated by the reference character T pre?xed by a hy 
phenated number corresponding to the similar number as‘ 
sociated with the switch reference. For example, track 
section 1-91‘ is associated with the initial switch in the 
yard, switch 1—-9SW. Each of these detector track sec 
tions is further provided with a track circuit which in 
cludes a power source, the rails of the section, and a track 
relay. In the conventional showing used herein, only the 
track relay connections to the rails are shown, this be 
ing indicated by the dotted line between the single line 
track symbol and the symbol for the corresponding track 
relay. Each of the track relays is designated by the ref 
erence character TR pre?xed by a hyphenated number 
which corresponds to that for the track section which in 
turn corresponds to the numerical designation of the cor 
responding switch. As an example, track relay 1—-9TR 
is associated with track section 1—9T which in turn is 
associated with the initial switch 1—9SW. Any type of 
well known track circuit may be used to provide this 
detector track circuit. For purposes of this explanation, 
it will be considered that the track relays are normally 
energized when no car is occupying any portion of the as‘ 
soeiated track section. These track relays are also shown 
in Fig. 2 in connection with the detailed circuit arrange 
ments but the showing in this latter ?gure is of the relay 
winding and contacts only without any of the operating 
circuits which are shown conventionally here in Fig. 1. 
Two of the switches shown in this classi?cation yard. 

namely switches 3—-9SW and 6-9SW, comprise what is 
known in the art as a lap switch arrangement. Such an 
arrangement is employed where it is desired to conserve 
space. The construction of a lap switch is such that the 
switch points of the second switch in the layout, in this 
case switch 6-9SW, fall between the switch points and 
the frog of the ?rst switch, here switch 3——9SW. In con 
nection with such a switch layout, there is provided a 
special track circuit arrangement to assure the proper 
detection for the control of the two lap switches. This 
track circuit arrangement may be as is fully shown and 
described in Letters Patent of the United States, No. 
1,797,561, issued to Howard A. Thompson on March 24, 
1931. for Railway Traffic Controlling Apparatus. A 
similar track circuit arrangement is also shown in the 
previously mentioned copending application, Serial No. 
355,281. However, other arrangements which provide 
equivalent operation are well known in the art and for the 
purpose of understanding the system of our invention it 
is suf?cient to show the track circuits for the lap switch 
arrangement including switches 3--9SW and 6—-9SW as 
illustrated conventionally in Fig. 1. 

Switch 3--9SW is provided with a detector track sec 
tion 3—-9T which is set off in the usual manner by in 
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sul-ated joints and is further divided by other insulated 
joints into two subsections a and b. The track circuit 
arrangement for this track section is so arranged that 
track relay 3-9TR is released when any portion of a 
railroad car is occupying either subsection a or subsec 
tion b with switch 3-9SW in either of its two positions. 
A similar detector track section 6—9T is provided for 
the second switch 6-9SW. This latter track section is 
set off by the usual insulated joints as illustrated and is 
further subdivided into two subsections [2 and c. The 
track circuit arrangement for this section 6—9T includes 
track relay 6-——9TR and is so arranged that this track re 
lay is released when any portion of a railroad car oc 
cupies subsections b or c with either switch in either 
of its two positions. It is to be seen therefore that sub 
section b forms a portion common to both these track 
sections and is usually known as the overlap section. 
Further, a portion of the rails in the turnout over switch 
3-9SW in its normal position is also a part of the track 
circuit for section 6~9T, as indicated by the dotted con 
nection 11. This subsection 0.’ becomes a part of the 
section 6—9T due to the mechanical construction of such 
lap switch arrangements. The inclusion of subsection 
d in the detector track circuit for the second switch of the 
lap arrangement is unavoidable without certain insulation 
measures which entail considerable additional expense. 
Since this expense is not warranted, the operation of the 
track circuits is such that when any portion of a rail 
road car occupies subsection a’, track relay 6—9TR is 
released. However, our invention, as will appear herein 
after, is designed to overcome any disadvantages result 
ing from this track circuit arrangement. It is to be un 
derstood that the over-all arrangement at these lap 
switches is such that track relay 3-9TR is not released 
when a car is occupying only the aforementioned sub 
section. a’ 

Fig. 1 also includes a ?ow chart to illustrate the pro 
gression of the route storages in the automatic switching 
system as they are transferred throughout the circuit ar 
rangements to control the various switches along the pre 
selected routes. This progression path is here illustrated 
as the dot, dash line with the lettered blocks represent 
ing the route storage banks associated with the various 
switches. Each of the storage units associated with the 
lap switches and with switches 1—-2SW and 3-5SW 
comprise two storage banks. Each of the other storage 
units shown comprises but a single storage bank. How 
ever, as will be more fully explained hereinafter, the 
storage unit associated with initial switch 1—9SW is as 
sumed to include more than one storage bank but only 
the ?nal bank A is shown as this is su?icient for an 
understanding of our invention. 

In general, the route storages are initiated in the track 
selection push button panel and progress as discussed in 
the previously mentioned copending application into stor 
age bank l—9A associated with the initial switch loca 
tion. From here, each route storage is transferred as the 
corresponding cut of cars progresses throughout the yard 
to the storage units associated with the track switches 
which must be traversed by that corresponding cut of 
cars. For example, for a cut of cars being routed to track 
9, the route storage would be initiated in the push but 
ton bank and transfer eventually into bank A at switch 
1—9SW. As the corresponding cut of cars occupies 
detector track section I—-9T, this route storage is trans 
ferred into storage bank B of the storage unit 3-9 as 
sociated with the lap switch arrangement. When the 
route storage is transferred into bank A at this location, 
the switches are properly positioned. When the corre 
sponding cut of cars occupies the detector track sections, 
the route storage is transferred to storage bank 8~9A 
associated with switch 8--9SW. Switch 8—9SW is then 
properly positioned to route this cut of cars into track 9. 
When that cut eventually occupies detector track section 
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The transfer of storages along other routes is similar and 
is obvious from the preceding description and the draw 
ing. It may be noted that, in transferring a route stor 
age from storage unit 3-9 to storage unit 3--5, an alter 
nate route from bank B of unit 3—9 to bank B of unit 
3—5 is available. This alternate route is provided by 
our invention and will be more fully discussed herein 
after. 

Referring now to Figs. 2a to 2]‘, inclusive, these draw 
ings, when arranged in accordance with the chart shown 
in Fig. 3, show the major portion of the automatic switch 
ing system for the classi?cation yard illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The circuit arrangement for this automatic switching sys 
tem as shown in the various parts of Fig. 2 embody the 
circuits of our invention. Further, this system as shown 
includes a su?icient number of the storage banks illus 
trated in the route storage ?ow chart of Fig. l to provide 
an understanding of the complete system and of our in 
vention. In addition to the circuits within the storage 
banks, the necessary connections between the storage 
banks are provided to allow transfer of the route storages 
throughout the system. 
Thecontrol panel for the classi?cation yard, by which 

the operator of the yard selects the proper storage track 
for each cut of cars moving over the hump, is represented 
by the push buttons at the extreme left of Fig. 2a. Each 
of these nine push buttons is designated by a reference 
character PB pre?xed by a number corresponding to the 
storage track with which that particular push button is 
associated. In other words, the operation of push button 
lPB establishes a route selection to storage track 1 of the 
yard, whereas the operation of push button 6P3, for ex~ 
ample, establishes a similar route to storage track 6. The 
proper route is selected by the operator pushing the cor 
rect push button as the corresponding cut of cars moves 
over the hump. It is to be noted that the circuit arrange 
ment is such that only one push button is effective at any 

In other words, if two push buttons are inad 
vertently operated simultaneously, the lower numbered 
one of the pair establishes the route selection. 

Except for the switch control circuits in the lower right 
of Fig. 2a, the remaining circuits in this particular draw 
ing comprise the storage unit 1—9 associated with the 
leading switch of the yard, switch 1—9SW. For pur 
poses of this description, it may be assumed that this 
storage unit consists of three storage banks A to C, al~ 
though a greater or less number of banks may be used. 
However, for the purpose of understanding our invention, 
it is necessary to show the details only of the ?nal bank 
of this unit, that is, bank A of the initial storage unit. 
Thus, there is illustrated in Fig. 2a the switch control 
storage relays 1--9A1 to 1--9A4, inclusive, a storage 
transfer relay 1—9AT, a storage detector relay 1—9AD, 
and the transfer control relay 1-9TC, all of which are 
included in storage bank 1—9A associated with the lead 
ing switch 1—~9SW. The switch control storage relays 
are energized in different combinations as determined by 
the operation of the various route selection push buttons 
as previously discussed. However, the circuit arrange 
ments by which these relays are energized are not part 
of our invention. It may be assumed that these circuit 
details are identical to the circuit arrangement by which 
the similar relays shown in the previously mentioned co 
pending application, Serial No. 355,281, are energized. 
For the sake of simplicity, ‘these circuits are shown in a 
conventional manner by the dotted lines inside the dot 
dash rectangle used to represent the initial storage banks 
of the present system, that is, storage banks C and B of 
the storage unit associated with the leading switch. Ref 
erence is made to this copending application for a com 
plete description and showing of these circuits. The cir 
cuit arrangement is also shown in the instruction pamphlet 
Manual 517, entitled “Union Automatic Switching for 
Classi?cation Yards,” and published by the Union Switch 
& Signal, Division of Westinghouse Air Brake Company 

,3—-9T, the route storage in bank 8—9A is cancelled. 75 jnjanuary 1953, 
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For purposes of the present description, it is sufficient 
to understand that in this initial storage bank 1-—9A 
there must be one switch control storage relay for each 
switch in the route having the maximum number of 
track switches. In the yard illustrated in Fig. l, the 
maximum number of track switches in any route is four. 
Thus tour switch control storage relays are required in 
storage ba l: 1-9A associated with the leading switch. 
Throughout the speci?cation, it will be assumed that when 
a switch control storage relay is energized. the cone 
spending switch in 't'xhatcver route has been selected will 
be operated to its reverse position. If it is desired that 
a switch be operated to its normal position, the corre 
spondin, witch control storage relay will remain de 
energized 1n the combination for that route. Esaminatic't 
of the yard shown in Fig. 1 will determine that the rou .: 
to track l pa s over switch l-QSW and switch l~2l‘3\’.’. 
both in their normal position. Titus for the route 
selection to track 1, no switch control storage relay need 
be energized and the conventional dotted line circuit 
connections shown in Fig. 2a are so arranged that none 
of the relays l-91\.l to l--—9/\-t are energized when 
push button lPB is operated. Correspondingly, the 
route to track 9 passes over switches 1-9SW. 3——9S‘v't’. 
6-—‘)SW. and ll--9SW. each in its reverse position. Thus 
each of the switch control storage relays in bank A at 
the leading switch must be energized to establish the 
route combination to track 9. The conventional circuit 
arrangement in the initial storage ban! , is so connected 
that the operation of push button 9P8 energizes each 
of the relays l—--9r\l to l»~9A-’l. inclusive. From this 
description. the energized combinations required to estab 
lish routes to the various other storage tracks may be 
determined from a study of the yard layout of Fig. l 
and the circuit arrangement of the initial storage banks. 

Transfer relay Z——9AT, the operating winding of which 
is shown in F 1. 2a, is energized during the transfer of 
a route sto into bank l-9A. Since the actual cn~ 
ergizing circuit for this relay forms no part of our in 
vention. it is sumcient to understand only that this relay 
is energized when the route selection transfers into 
the corresponding bank. and that the relay releases irr 
mediatcly upon completion of the transfer action. I in 
this operation is identical to that described for the simi 
lar relay in the previously discussed copcnding applica 
tion or Z‘vlannal 5l7. 

"'._e detector relay lwSlAD must be energized in 
order to retain a route storage in bank l—-‘)A. This is 
accomplished by a circuit which may be traced from 
terminal 8 over back contact (I of cancellation relay ASt’f. 
which is energized when the initial storages are cancelled 
by the operator. front contact a of relay l—‘)'AT. the 
winding of relay l—-9AD. wire 14-. back contacts I) in 
multiple of relays I—2BT and l---2BD (Fig. 211). wire 
15. and back contacts In in multiple of rela ; 3—9BT 
and Sim-93D (Fig. 2c) to terminal N. When relay 
l—9.»‘.D picks up. the closing of its front contact a com 
pletes a stick circuit which by-passcs front Contact a of 
relay .t-—‘)AT in the previously traced energizing circuit 
so that relay lwtlAD remains energized when transfer 
relay l—9t\'l' releases upon completion of the transfer 
action. [lack contacts I) of the transfer and detector 
relays in the succeeding storage banks shown in Figs. 
2/.1 and 2c assure that relay l-JAD will be deenergized 
each time that a route storage is transferred to any suc 
ceeding switch location. 

it is also to be noted at this time that the energizing 
circuits for switch control storage relays 1—~—9A1 to 
LJJA-l. inclusive, are completed only when relay t—~9AD 
picks up to close its front contact .11. Also, the stick 
circuits for such of the switch control storage relays as 
may be energized are completed over front contact a of 
the energized switch control storage relay and front con 
tact ti of relay ll-9AD. Thus the switch control storage 
relays are retained in their existing energized combination 

ti 0 
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6.» 
until the storage detector relay is released upon com~ 
pletion of the transfer of the route storage to a suc 
ceeding storage bank. 
The transfer control relay l——9TC is provided in bank 

1—9A to assure that only one route storage transfer 
from bank 1—9A occurs during each occupancy of the 
detector track circuit associated with the leading switch. 
Relay 1—-9TC is energized when track section l~~9T 
is occupied through a circuit traced from terminal it 
over back contact a of relay l-—9TR, bael'. contact I; of 
relay l-‘JAD, and the winding of relay l—9TC to ter» 
minal N. Thus it is to be seen that relay 1-»9TC is 
energized upon the release of the detector trael; relay 
and the storage detector relay when the route storage 
is transferred. When relay 1-9TC picks up, the clos 
ing of its front contact a completes a stick circuit which 
by~passes back contact I) of relay l-9AD so that the 
transfer control relay remains energized as long as the 
detector track section is occupied by the cut of cars. As 
will become apparent later in the description, the storage 
transfer relays in the succeeding storage banks cannot 
be energized while the transfer control relay is picked 
up so that its back contacts are open. 

Track switch 1—-9SW is provided, as is each of the 
other track switches in the classi?cation yard of Fig. l. 
with a switch movement SM which may be of any suit‘ 
able type. These switch movements are herein shown 
and described as being of the direct acting, electropneu 
matic type such as is shown and described in detail in 
Letters Patent of the United States. No. 2,092,828 grant 
ed to Herbert i... llone on September lsl, l937. Associ 
ated with each of the switch movements in the yard is a 
normal and a reverse switch repeater relay such as 
relays 1—9NWP and l—-9l{Vt’P, respectively. associated 
with switch movement 1-——9Slvl shown in Fig. ‘la. These 
relays serve to govern the various route selection cir 
cuits l’or cascading the route storages through the proper 
storage units in accordance with the routes preselected by 
the operator of the yard. 
A switch restoring relay such as relay l——9‘WlJ is 

associated with each switch movement. This relay is ar 
ranged to operate in such a manner that the relay func» 
tions to restore the switch to its original position in case 
the switch points do not complete their operation within 
a specified time due to an obstruction at one of the 
switch points. in order to provide manual control of the 
various switches at times when it may be desirable such 
as during trimming operations, a three position switch 
control lever is associated with each switch movement, 
" - ‘h a:; lever l~9MC shown in Fig. 2a associt'tted with 
. 'ttch movement l—9. M. When this lever is positioned 
in its center position designated by the letter A. circuits 
a‘e completed for governing the operation of the switch 
movement automatically in accordance with the route 
descriptions in the system. When the switch lever is 
moved to one or the other of the two extreme positions 
designated by the letters N and R. respectively, the switch 
movement is operated to its normal or reverse position 
in accordance with the position of the lever provided 
that a car or cut of cars is not occupying the detector 
track section including that switch. 

liach of the switch movements shown in Fig. 2 is pro 
vided with a normal magnet NM, a reverse may let RM. 
and a circuit controller CC having a plurality of contacts. 
When normal magnet NM is energized, the switch move 
ment operates to position the switch points in their nor~ 
mal position. correspondingly, when reverse magnet RM 
is energized, the switch movement positions the switch 
points in their reverse position. The contacts of the 
circuit controller CC are of three types, A, Y, and Z, 
respectively, there being two type X and two type Y 
contacts in each circuit controller. These contacts are 
illustrated schematically in the drawings and as shown 
are occupying their normal position. that is. the posi 
tion which they occupy when the switch points are in 
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their normal position. The type X contacts are so ar 
ranged that ‘during the movement of the switch points 
the contact remains closed in its left-hand or normal 
position until the switch points are within a short distance, 
for example, one-half inch of the reverse position. The 
normal contact then opens and the right-hand or reverse 
contact is closed when the switch points are within one 
quarter inch, for example, of their reverse position. The 
type Y contacts are so arranged that circuit is closed 
to the left terminal when the switch points are in 
their normal position and become open when the switch 
points move to a position one-quarter inch from the 
normal. Type Y contacts are made to the right terminal 
when the switch points reach a position one-half-inch 
from the normal position and remain closed during the 
movement to and including the reverse position. The 
type Z contacts are closed to the left or right terminal 
when the switch points are within one-quarter inch of 
their normal or reverse position, respectively. The use 
of these contacts of the circuit controller will appear 
shortly. 

Using switch movement 1—9SM as an example, we 
shall now describe how the various switches are oper 
ated to their opposite positions. It is assumed that 
switch 1—9SW is occupying its normal position as shown 
in the drawings and the circuit controller contacts are 
therefore shown in their normal or left-hand position. If 
the route stored in the switch control storage relays in 
bank 1—9A designates a route over switch ll—~9SW in 
its reverse position, a circuit will be completed from 
terminal B at lever 1—9MC which may be traced over 
this lever in its A position, as shown solid in the 
drawings, front contact 0 of relay 1—-9AD, back contact 
b of relay 1—9AT, front contact b of relay 1—9A1, front 
contact b of relay 1—9WP, front contact b of relay 
1—9TR, reverse magnet RM, and circuit controller nor 
mal contact X1 to terminal N. Energizing reverse mag 
net RM causes the switch movement to operate the 
switch points to their reverse position. When the switch 
points reach a position approximately one-half inch from 
reverse, normal contact X1 opens and reverse magnet 
RM is deenergized. However, the switch movement 
continues until the switch points are closed in the re 
verse position at which time reverse contact X1 closes, 
completing an obvious circuit for energizing relay 1—— 
9RWP. Relay 1—9NWP, which was originally energized 
by an obvious circuit including circuit controller contact 
Y2 closed in its normal position, is deenergized shortly 
after the movement of the switch points begins. A 
similar circuit for energizing normal magnet NM may 
be traced over lever 1—9MC and contacts of relays 
1—9AD and 1--9AT, and thence over back contact b 
of relay 1—9A1, front contacts 0 of relays 1—9WP and 
1—9TR, normal magnet NM, and circuit controller con 
tact Y2 closed in its reverse position to terminal N. 

Switch restoring relay 1—9WP is normally energized 
by its stick circuit traced from terminal B over front 
contact a and the winding of relay 1—9WP and either 
normal or reverse contact Z of the circuit controller to 
terminal N. This stick circuit is interrupted during the 
movement of the switch points from their normal to 
reverse positions or vice-versa and is re-established when 
the switch points are within a quarter inch of the full 
movement. However, relay 1-9WP has slow release 
characteristics and will hold its front contacts closed 
during this open circuit period of contact Z of the cir 
cuit controller. However, if the switch points are pre 
vented by some obstruction from reaching either the 
full normal or full reverse position during the move 
ment, relay 1—9WP will eventually release, opening its 
front contacts and closing its back contacts. This will 
interrupt, for example, at front contact b of relay 
1—9WP, the circuit previously traced for energizing 
reverse magnet RM. At the same time, however, closing 
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10' 
traced from that point over front contact c of relay 
1—9TR through normal magnet NM and reverse con 
tact Y2 to terminal N. This energizes normal magnet 
NM and causes the switch movement 1—9SM to operate 
the switch points back to their normal position. The 
closing of back contact a of relay 1—9WP energizes a 
switch alarm which indicates to the operator that the 
switch has failed to complete its movement to the desired 
position and allows him to take such action as is appro 
priate to correct the condition. If the switch points are 
prevented from occupying their normal position, the 
release of relay 1—9WP and the opening of its front 
contact c interrupts the circuit for energizing normal 
magnet NM and completes over back contact 0 and 
front contact b of relay 1—9TR a circuit for energizing 
reverse magnet RM which causes the switch points to be 
returned to their reverse position. In either case, relay 
1—9WP is not reenergized until the detector track 
section 1—9T is occupied, releasing relay 1—9TR to 
close its back contact a‘ which completes an obvious 
circuit for reenergizing relay 1—9WP. 
The switch control circuits shown here provide for 

continuing the movement of the switch points if vthe 
detector section is occupied prior to the completion of 
the switch movement. For example, if reverse magnet 
RM is energized over the circuit previously traced and 
the switch points have moved at least one-half inch 
from their normal position when track section 1—9T is 
occupied by a cut of cars, the release of relay 1—9TR 
transfers the control circuit for reverse magnet RM from 
front contact to back contact b of relay 1—9TR and 
thence through reverse contact Y1 of circuit controller 
CC, reverse magnet RM, and normal contact X1 of 
circuit controller CC to terminal N. A similar circuit 
including back contact 0 of relay 1—9lTR and normal 
contact X2 of the circuit controller may be traced for 
energizing normal magnet NM to cause the movement 
of the switch points to their normal position to continue 
when track section 1—9T is occupied. Thus in either 
case, if the switch points have moved at least one-half 
inch from their former position in their progress towards 
the opposite position, the movement of the switch points 
will continue even though the cut occupies the detector - 
track section. If the cut of cars occupies the track 
section prior to the switch points moving the one-half 
inch from their former position, the corresponding mag 
net is deenergized and the switch points are returned 
to their former position by spring action within the switch 
movement. 

If it is desired to control one of the track switches 
manually, this may be accomplished by moving the cor 
responding control lever MC to the extreme position 
associated with the switch position which it is desired 
to establish. For example, switch 1—9SW may be con 
trolled to its reverse position manually by operating 
lever 1—9MC to its extreme right-hand or reverse posi 
tion R. 
position as shown, a circuit is then established from 
terminal B over the control lever in its reverse position, 
front contact I) of track relay 1—9TR, reverse magnet 
RM, and normal contact X1 of circuit controller CC to 
terminal N. The switch movement then operates the 
switch points to their reverse position upon the com 
pletion of which the relay 1—9RWP is energized and 
picks up. Correspondingly, this switch» may be moved 
manually to its normal position by operating lever 
1—9MC to its extreme left or normal position N, thus 
establishing a circuit from terminal B over the lever 
in this position N, front contact c of track relay 1—9TR, 
normal magnet NM, and reverse contact Y2 of circuit 
controller CC to terminal N. The switch movement 
1—9SM then operates the switch points to their normal 
position causing the normal repeater 1—9NWP to be 
energized upon the completion of the movement. 

Associated with each of the other track switches shown 
of back contact b completes a circuit which may be 75 in the yard layout of Fig. 1 is aroute storage unit simi 

If the switch is already occupying its normal . 
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lar to that discussed in connection with storage bank 
1-——9A associated with the initial switch of the yard. 
For example, in Fig. 2/), there is shown the storage unit 
1—2 associated with track switch 1—ZSW, this storage 
unit consisting of two storage banks l-——-2B and E_-~2A. 
Bank B at this location includes transfer relay I~‘ZBT, 
storage detector relay 1——2BD, and a single switch con— 
trol storage relay l—2Bl. Bank A correspondingly 
includes transfer relay l--2AT, detector relay l--2AD, 
switch control storage relay l—-2A1, and transfer con 
trol relay l—..TC. This unit also has a» .ziCcl ‘there 
with track relay 1 ZTR, only the operating winding 
of which is shown. the control circuits having been pre 
viously discussed in connection with l. The switch 
movement 1 23M which operates or controls track 
switch 1-2SW is not shown since it is identical ' 
the similar switch movement l-—9Sivl already discussed. 
In connection with this switch, only the switch restoring 
relay 1—2Wl’_ the control lever l——2MC, and that por 
tion of the control circuits which include the control 
lever and contacts of relays l.—2WP and l-ZTR are 
shown. as it believed that this is suihcient for an 
undcrs nding of our invention and that the remainder 
of these control circuits may be understood by referring 
to the circuit arrangement for switch movement l--9SM. 
The storage unit 3-9 associated with lap switches 

3—9SW and 6—93W is shown in Figs. 2c and 2:]. 
There are two storage banks in this storage unit, banks 
3-9B and 3m‘). in connection with the circuit ar 
rangement at the lap switches, both of the switch move 
ments 3-9SM and 6-9SM associated with the cor~ 
respondingly designated switches are shown including the 
complete control circuits. The relays in the storage 
banks at this location including the switch control stor 
age rcla' ‘ are similar to those already discussed in con 
nection with bank 1—9“A associated with the leading 
switch and the utility of these relays will be apparent 
from the drawings when taken in connection with op 
erational description to follow. in addition, in this stor 
age unit, a second transfer control relay 3~9TC and 
an auxiliary relay ZE-JBZ are provided, the use for which 
will appear hereinafter. in Fig. 2c. the storage unit 
3—5 assoc'ated with track switch 3-55W is shown with 
its two storage banks 3—»5l3 and 3—-5A. The switch— 
ing circuits for the transfer of the route storages are 
not continued beyond this location to the storage unit 

5 associated with switch ~‘l—-5SW as these circuits 
are identical with those shown in connection with stor 
age unit l——2. The storage units associated with switches 
6-7S't‘i" and 8——9FSW are shown in Fig. 2]‘. These 
storage units each consist of a single bank only and in 
each case it is designated as the A storage bank. Each 
of the storage hanks shown in Figs. 2c and 2f includes 
the usual transfer and detector relays and the switch 
control storage relays. As will e apparent in the fol 
lowing description. there is also included a transfer con 
trol relay with each storage unit and associated there 
with is the corresponding track relay whose operating 
circuits were discussed in connection with Fig. 1. 
With the rather brief preceding description of the ap 

paratus generally provided in each of the storage units, 
it is believed that the automatic switching system em 
bodying our invention may be best understood by a de 
scription of its operation under different conditions. 

1 
w 

Description of operation 

As shown in the drawings, the apparatus is in its at~ 
rest condition. That is, no routes are stored in any of 
the storage banks and no cars are moving through the 
yard to any of the storage tracks. In addition, all of 
the track switches are assumed to be in their normal 
position with the control levers MC positioned in the 
center or automatic operation position A. Each of the 
NWP relays is thus energized and has its contacts picked 
up. that is, front contacts closed. The RWP relays cor 
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respondingly are all deenergized with their contacts re 
leased. in addition, it will be noted that each of the 
track relays is energized and thus their contacts are 
picked up so that front contacts are all closed. Also, 
each of the switch restoring relays WP is likewise ener 
gized by its stick circuit. All other relays are deener~ 
gized and have their contacts released. 
We shall now assume that the ?rst cut of cars pass 

ing over the hump is destined to storage track No. 2. 
The yard operator thus pushes track selection push button 
ZPB to select the route ot storage track 2 for this ?rst 
cut of cars. It is obvious from the layout of the yard 
shown in Fig. 1 that the route to track 2 requires lead 
ingmswitch 1——9SW to be positioned normal and the 
second switch in that particular route, switch l—2SW, 
to be positioned reverse. Thus the route stored in the 
switch control storage relays of the ?nal or A storage 
hank .ssociated with the leading switch must designate 
that the leading switch is to be positioned normal, that 
is. the switch control storage relay released, and the 
second switch positioned reverse, that is, the switch con— 
trol storage relay energized. Thus, upon the operation 
of push button ZPB. circuits are established in the initial 
storage banks from terminal 13 over lower Contact of 
push button 1P8, upper contact of push button ZPB, a 
circuit within the initial storage banks shown conven 
tionally by a dotted line to the winding of relay 1—-9A2 
and thence over front contact 1! of relay l—-9AD to ter 
minal N. As soon as it picks up. relay i-—9A2 estab 
lishes a stick circuit for itself at its own from contact 
a. this circuit also including front contact (I of relay 
l.~—9AD. it is to be understood. of course, that this 
route description is not stored in bank l——9/\ until ston 
age detector relay I-JJ'AD is energized. This relay is 
energized soon as conditions are proper which will 
e indicated by relay l—~9AT closing its front contact». 
A circuit may be traced from terminal I? over back 
contact a of cancellation of relay ASC‘. front contact a 
of relay I~--9AT, the winding of relay l---9A'), wire 
My. back contacts h in multiple of relays i-JLBT and 
.t—2.l3D, wire 15. and back contacts I: in multiple of 
relays LLJJBT a.d 3—~9BD to terminal l‘l. As prc~ 
viously discussed, relay 1 9A1). thus energized, picks 
up and closes its front contact a to complete a stick 
circuit which by-passes front contact a of relay i»—~‘)AT, 
this latter relay releasing in the usual manner as soon 
as the transfer action is completed. 

Since it was assumed that track switch l—~9SW was 
already in its normal position. no movei'nent of the 
switch points is necessary to establish the lll'Si route 
over the leading switch. However. if this initial switch 
had been occupying its reverse position, the completion 
of the storage action in bank i—~°A would c‘itahlhh a 
circuit: for energizing norma magnet NM of switch 
movement IM-EVSM. which circuit may be traced from 
terminal B at control lever l.——9MC over this lever in 
its automatic position, front contact 0 of relay l---‘1.\.l). 
back contact I) of relay l——9AT. hack contact [1 of relay 
l.——~9Al. front contact r of relay l-JJWP. front con 
tact c of track relay Il—-9TR, normal magnet NM, and 
reverse contact Y2 of circuit controller CC to terminal 
N. Thus. soon as the switch is positioned prnpcrly 
for this initial route and p 'or to the arrival of the cut 
of cars at the detector track section, initial hank l-L‘A 
is in the condition of having energized detector relay 
1—9AD, switch control storage relay 'i—9;\.2. and nt>r~ 
mal switch repeater relay i—-9NWP, as well as the 
normally energized switch restoring relay I—~9'\Vl’ and 
track relay 1—9TR. 
As this initial cut enters track section L4H", the 

track circuit is shunted and relay l-—9Tll releases. This 
prepares a circuit for transferring the route designation 
to storage bank l-2B which is the following bank 
along the designated route for this cut of cars. To 
transfer the route storage, transfer relay i——2BT must 
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be energized and this circuit may be traced from ter 
minal B at front contact e of relay 1—9AD over back 
contact c of relay 1-—9AT back contact e of relay 
1—-9TR, back contact 5 of relay 1—9TC, front contact 
a of relay 1—§NWP, Wire 16, back contact c of relay 
1l—-2BD, and the win-ding of relay 1—-2BT to terminal 
N. Thus energized, relay l.—2BT picks up and estab 
lishes a stick circuit for itself including front contact 
a of relay 1-9AD, wire 17, and front contact a and 
the windin" of relay 1—2BT. The closing of front 
contact 0 of relay li—2BT completes the energizing cir 
cuit for relay li—~2BD which extends from terminal B 
at front contact 0 of relay 1—2BT through the wind 
ing of relay li—2BD and back contacts b in multiple 
of relays l—~2AT and §r—2AD to terminal N. Relay 
l-2BD picks up and completes a stick circuit for itself 
at its own front contact a which eliminates front con 
tact c of relay Zt-ZBT from the initial pickup circuit. 

Conditions are now established for transferring the 
actual route designation from the switch control storage 
relays of bank 1-9A to the similar relays in storage 
bank 1—2B. It will be noted that the initial switch 
control storage relay 1——9A1 of bank 1—9A controls 
the switch at the associated location, and thus the switch 
control stored in this relay is cancelled when the cut 
arrives at that switch and is not transferred to succeed 
ing locations. in the present case, only one other switch 
control remains to be transferred, the switch control 
stored in relay l—9A2. This control is transferred by 
energizing relay 1—ZB1 through the circuit traced from 
terminal B over front contact I) of relay 1——9A2, wire 
r8, front contact d of relay 1—2BT, the winding of 
relay 1—2B1, and front contact d of relay 1—-2BD to 
terminal N. Upon picking up, relay 1—2B1 establishes 
a stick circuit at its OWn front contact a which also in 
cludes the relay Winding and front contact d of relay 
l-ZBD. A route designation calling for switch ll-ZSW 
reverse is now stored in bank 1—2B. 
With both relays l-ZBT and 1—2BD picked up, the 

multiple path over back contacts [7 of these two relays 
is open thus deenergizing relay l—9AD by interrupt 
ing its stick circuit. However, relay l.-—9AD has slow 
release characteristics and the opening of its front con 
tacts is delayed for a sufficient period to allow the route 
transfer to complete into bank 1-213. Relay l—9AD 
then releases, interrupting the stick circuit for the switch 
control relays of the initial bank and in the present case 
deenergizing relay 1--9A2 so that it immediately re 
leases. The release of relay 1—9AD also completes the 
energizing circuit for transfer control relay 1-9TC, this 
circuit including back contact a of relay 1—9TR and 
back contact b of relay 1-9AD. Relay 1—-9TC, thus 
energized, picks up and its front contact a completes a 
stick circuit which by-passes back contact 12 of relay 
ll-9AD, so that relay l—9TC remains energized dur 
ing the entire period that the initial cut of cars occupies 
track section l—9T. The opening of back contact b 
of relay ll-—9TC interrupts the energizing circuits for 
transfer relays Zl—2BT and 3-9BT. Thus, as long as 
this initial cut occupies section 1—9T so that relay 
1—9TR is released, no other route transfer can be ini 
tiated from bank 1-—9A. Transfer control relay 1—9TC 
thus assures that only one route transfer can occur dur 
ing the occupancy of the detector section 1-—9T by any 
one cut of cars. 
The opening of front contact 5 of relay l-9AD in 

terrupts the stick circuit previously traced for relay 
l-ZBT and this latter relay then releases. Closing of 
back contact 17 of relay 1—2BT completes again the 
energizing circuit for relay ZlP-9AD so that a second 
route destination may be transferred into bank 1-—9A as 
soon as other conditions are proper. However, the trans 
fer of following route into this storage bank cannot 
affect the operation or the position of switch 1—9SW 
since switch movement 1—9SM is locked out at this 
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time due to the release of track relay 1—~9TR to open 
its front contacts b and c. A more complete discussion 
of the operation of the apparatus for the following route 
storage will be considered shortly. - 
Meanwhi e, since storage bank 1-2A is empty, a route 

transfer immediately occurs from bank B to bank A 
within the storage unit 1 shown in Fig. 2b. Relay 
1--2AT is energized as soon as relay Il~2BT releases 
through the circuit from terminal B over back contact c 
of relay 1-9131", front contact 2 of relay 1—2BD, back 
contact c of relay Ii-ZAD, and the winding of relay 
l——2AT to terminal N. Relay 1—2AT picks up and the 
closing of its front contact a completes a stick circuit 
which is the same as the energizing circuit just traced with 
the exception that front contact a replaces back contact 
c of relay l—ZAD. Relay l—2AD is now energized, 
the circuit including a normally closed contact a of can 
cellation button 1——2CB, front contact 0 of relay 1-—2AT, 
the winding of relay 1-2AD and front contact e of 
relay 1—~2TR. Relay 1-2AD picks up and completes a 
stick circuit for itself which is the same as the energizing 
circuit except front contact a of relay 1~—2AD by-passes 
front contact c of relay 1—-2AT. Cancellation button 
1—2CB in these circuits is for the purpose of enabling 
the operator, if he so desires, to cancel the route stored 
in bank 1—2A prior to the arrival of the corresponding 
cut of cars at this location. 
similar buttons associated with other ?nal storage banks 
shown in the drawings are of the pull type, that is, the 
button must be pulled in order to open its contact a and 
likewise must be manually pushed in order to restore the 
contact to its closed position. With relays 1—2AT and 
1-2AD both energized, a circuit is complete for energiz- ' 
ing switch control storage relay 1—2A1 to transfer the 
route destination from bank B to bank A. This latter 
circuit is traced from terminal B over front contact b 
of relay l—-—2B1, from contact d of relay 1-2AT, the 
winding of relay 1—-2A1, and front contact d of relay 
1——2AD to terminal N. A stick circuit for relay 1--2A1 
includes its own front contact a and front contact d of 
relay 1—-2AD. The designated route for the leading cut 
of cars is now stored in bank 1—2A associated with 
switch 1—2SW. 
With both relays 1——2AT and 1—-2AD picked up, the 

stick circuit previously traced for relay 1—-2BD is inter 
rupted at back contacts b of these two relays of bank A 
and relay 1—2BD thus is deenergized. However, this re 
lay is slow enough in releasing so that its front contacts 
remain closed for sufficient time to allow the route trans 
fer to be completed. The release of relay 1—2BD de 
energizes relay 1-2Bl which releases to cancel the route 
storage in this particular bank. Release of relay 1—-2BD 
also completes again the energizing circuit for transfer 
relay 1-281" which prepares the way for the transfer 
of a succeeding route storage into bank 1-—2B if ap 
propriate. The release of relay 1-2BD also interrupts 
the stick circuit-for transfer relay 1—2AT which then 
releases at this time. 
Upon the release of relay .‘l-ZAT, a circuit is com 

pleted for energizing reverse magnet RM of switch move 
ment ll—-ZSM. This circuit is not completely shown as 
it is very similar to the circuits previously discussed in 
connection with switch movement 1——9SM. It is obvi 
ous from the drawing that the circuit for reverse magnet 
RM of switch movement 1—2SM includes the levervarm 
of control lever 1——2MC in its automatic position, back 
contact 6 of relay 1-2AT, front contact 2 of relay 
l-—2AD, front contact b of relay 1~—2A1, and front con 
tacts b of relays 1—2WP and fi-ZTR. If switch 1—2SW 
was to be controlled to its normal position, the circuit for 
normal magnet NM would be similar to that just traced 
for the reverse magnet but would include back contact b 
of relay fl——2All and front contacts c of relays 1-2WP 
and 1-—2TR, Under the present conditions, of course, 
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reverse magnet RM is energized and switch i—2SW is 
moved to its reverse position. 
When the leading cut enters detector section ll-—2T. the 

tracl; circuit is shunted and tracl: relay l-IZTR releases. 
This deenergizes relay 1—2AD by interrupting its sticl; 
circuit at front contact 0 of the track relay. Relay 
1~2AD. at the end of its slow release period, releases 
to cancel the route storage by interrupting, at front con 
tact d, the stick circuit for relay 1—2./i The release of 
relay 1-2AD completes the energizing circuit for trans 
fer control relay l-ZTC. this circuit being “"ced from 
terminal 8 over back contact a of relay 2 “TR, back 
contact 1‘ of relay l-—2AD. and the winding of relay 
l~—2TC to terminal N. The closing of front contact a 
of relay 1——2TC completes a sticl: circuit for that relay 
which includes back contact a of relay l-éiTlT. ‘ _ 
the transfer control relay remains energized and pr 
up during the entire time that the cut occupies the de 
tector track section. The closing of front contact b of 
relay l-—-2TC provides a second energizing circuit for re 
lay 1—2AD so that any route stored in bank 1 213 
may now be transferred into hanl; A at this lo 'on. 
This transfer action would be identical with that already 
described with the exception that front contact l: of relay 
l-—2TC replaces front contact e of track relay l-2Tlt 
in the energizing circuit for relay 1 ill). Since relav 
1—2TC holds until the track relay again picks up. relay 
1———2AD cannot release and this second route storage is 
held in bank A. Thus relay 1—2TC assures that only 
one route cancellation can occur during each occupancy 
of detector track section l——‘2T. 

Returning now to the initial storage units shown in 
Fig. 2a, we shall assume that the second cut over the 
hump is destined to storage track In other words, the 
route for the second cut requires that all switches over 
which it must pass in traveling to its storage track be in 
their reverse position. The yard operator pushes button 
9PB to select this second route and when the conditions 
are proper, that is. relay 1——9AD is again energized over 
its previously traced circuit, this selected route transfers 
from push button 9P8 through the initial storage banks 
and causes all of the switch control storage relays of bank 
I—9A to become energized. In the conventional show 
ing to the left of Fig. 211, this circuit from terminal B in 
cludes the lower contacts of push buttons lPB to SP8. 
inclusive, the upper contact of push button QPB, the con 
ventional dotted line circuits, and thence through the wind 
ings of the four switch control storage relays in multiple 
and front contact if of relay I-9AD to terminal N. 
Each relay establishes a sticl; circuit including its own 
front contact a, the relay winding, and front contact 11 
of relay l—-9AD. 
As soon as transfer relay 1—9AT releases upon corn 

pletion of the transfer action, reverse magnet RM cf 
switch movement l—9SM is energized. This circuit is 
traced from terminal 8 at control lever l-QLiX'iC over the 
lever arm in position A. front contact (' of relay L-S‘AD. 
buck contact I) of relay l-JPAT, front contact I) of relay 
l--9A1, front contacts b of relays 1-9WP and 1-—9TR, 
reverse magnet RM, and normal contact Xi of circuit 
controller CC to terminal N. Relay l iii-MVP is de~ 
energized and releases shortly after the movement of the 
switch points begins, as previously explained. and relay 
1—9RWP is energized upon the completion of the more 
meat of the switch points to their reverse position, the 
circuit including reverse contact Xl of circuit control 
ler CC. 
When this second cut of cars occupies the detector 

track section, relay 1—9TR again releases and at this time 
completes the circuit for energizing transfer relay ET 
in bank 3—9B shown in Fig. 2c. This circuit includes 
front contact e of relay iw?t/tD, bacl: contact c of relay 
I—9AT, bacl; contact 0 of track relay i~~9TR, baclc con 
tact b of relay l.~—9TC, which released soon as the f 
cut vacated the detector track section, front contact a of 
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relay 1—9RWP, wire 19, back contact 0 of relay FlWDBD. 
and the Winding of relay 3~—~9BT. The closing of front 
contact a of relay 3-—9BT completes a stick circuit for 
this relay which includes front contact a of relay l—‘).l\ D 
and wire 17. The circuit is now complete for energizing 
relay 3-9BD, this circuit being traced from terminal it 
over front contact c of relay 3——’-‘BT, the winding of relay 
3M9BD, back contact c of relay 3—9Z, and back contact t 
I’), in multiple, of relays 3-9AT and 3-9AD to terminal 
N. When relay 3-9BD picks up, it completes a sticl: 
circuit in which its own front contact It replaces from 
contact 0 of relay 3—9BT in the previously traced ener~ 
gizing circuit. “ » 

The circuits are now complete for transferring the 
selected route from the switch control storage relays of 
bank 1-9A to the similar relays of bank 3-—S'B. It will 
he remembered that the switch control stored in relay 
L-QAFL is used at the initial switch location and thus 
this information is not transferred to the succeeding 
switch locations. A first one of the transfer circuits may 
be traced from terminal 8 over front contact 1,: of relay 
f.-9A2, wire 18, front contact (I of relay 3-llli'll the 
winding of relay 3-9Bi, and from contact (1 of relay 
3—9BD to terminal N. The similar circuit for relav 
Ii-—9l32 includes front contact I) of relay 3—-9Afi. witt 
2ft, and front contact 0 of relay 3-9BT, front contact (I 
of relay 3--9BD being common to all of the switch con» 
trol relay circuits. The circuit for the third switch con 
trol storage relay 3——9B3 includes front contact I; of 
relay l-9A¢l, wire 21, and front contact f of relay 
3—-9BT. Each of the switch control storage relays of 
bank 3-93, upon picking up, completes a sticl; circuit 
for itself at its own front contact (1. these sticl; circuit‘; 
all including in common front contact (1 of relay Iii-313D. 
It will be further noted that the route now stored in bani: 
3-913 designates that each switch remaining in the 
route must be placed in its reverse position, that is. all 
of the switch control storage relays are energized. 
The opening of back contacts I) of relays 3—~_9BT and 

3»—-9BD interrupts the previously traced stick circuit for 
relay 1——9AD. This latter relay releases at the end of 
its slow release period which is of sufficient duration to 
assure the transfer of the route storage into the followuur 
banlt. Release of relay l 9A1) energizes transfer con» 
trol relay 1-—9TC as has been previously described.‘ As 
before, relay l—9TC is held energized by its sticl; circuit 
which is completed over back Contact a of tracl; relay 
1—~9TR and prevents a second route transfer during iill‘» 
occupancy of detector tTltCl-l section l--9T. 
The release of relay 1-—9AD also decncrgizes relay 

3-9BT which releases at once. The release of this 
relay completes a circuit for energizing relay 3——‘,l/\'l‘ in 
the A bank associated with the lap switch location. This 
energizing circuit extends from terminal B at back con 
tact b of relay 3~—‘,‘Z over baclt contact g of relay 3-—-9liT, 
front contact 0 of relay 3-9BD, back contact l.‘ of relay 
3-9AD, and the winding of relay 3-—9AT to terminal 
N. When relay 3—9AT picks up, the closing of its front 
contact a by-passes back contact 0 of rela, 3——-9/\D in 
this energizing circuit and thus provides a sticl; circuit 
to retain the transfer relay energized until the transfer 
action is complete. The energizing circuit for rrlajt‘ 
E-JtAD is now complete and may be traced from ter» 
minal B at normally closed contact a of cancel button 
3--9CB over front contact 0 of relay 3-9AT, the wind 
ing of relay 3—-9AD. wire back contacts I), in multiple, 
of relays 6-7AT and 6-7AD (in Fig. 2)‘), hack contacts 
I] in multiple of relays 8——9AT and th-QAD. wire 23, 
back contact (I of relay 3—9Z, wire 24, and bacl; con~ 
tacts l), in multiple, of relays 3-5BT and 3-5BD (in 
Fig. 2a) to terminal N. Relay 3—9/‘\D, thus energized, 
picks up and completes a stick circuit which is the same 
as the previously traced energizing circuit except that 
front contact a of relay 3—-9AD replaces front contact 
(I of relay 3--9AT in the circuit. 
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j The route stored in the switch control storage relays 
of bank_3-9B is now transferred to the similar relays 
of storage bank 3—9A. One circuit may be traced from 
terminal B over front contact b of relay 3—9B1, wire 25, 
front contact d of relay 3-9AT, the winding of relay 
3—9A1 (in Fig. 2d) , and front contact d of relay 3-—9AD 
(common to all of the transfer circuits) to terminal N. 
A similar circiut for relay 3-9A2 includes front contact 
-b of relay 3—9B2, wire 26, and front contact e of relay 
3—-9AT. The circuit for the third switch control relay 
3-9A3 includes front contact b of relay 3—9B3, wire 
27, and front contact 1‘ of relay 3—-9AT. Each of the 
switch control relays upon picking up completes a stick 
circuit for itself at its own front contact a, the stick cir~ 
cuits including in common front contact d of relay 
3-—-9AD. 
With both relay 3-9AT and relay 3—9AD picked 

up, the opening of their back contacts b interrupts the 
stick circuit for relay 3—9BD. This latter relay, thus 
deenergized, releases at the end of its slow release period 
prior to which the route transfer has completed. The 
release of relay 3—9BD opens the stick circuit for relay 
3--9AT and this latter relay shortly releases. The re 
lease of relay 3—9AT to close its back contact b permits 
the energizing circuit for relay 3-9BD to be completed 
when conditions are otherwise proper in order that a 
following route storage may transfer into bank 3—9B. 
The release of relay 3—9AT, signifying that the trans 

fer action of the route storage into bank 3--9A is‘com 
plete, allows the energization of the proper switch mag 
nets to position each switch of the lap arrangement as 
called for by the route storage. Since the ?rst two of 
the switch control storage relays are energized, both 
switches of this lap switch arrangement are thus required 
to occupy their reverse position to establish the desig 
'nated route. The circuit for operating switch movement 
-3—9SM may be traced from terminal B at control lever 
3--9MC (shown in Fig. 2d) over the lever arm in its 
A or automatic position, back contact e of relay 3-92, 
front contact e of relay 3-—-9AD, back contact g of relay 
3-—9AT, front contact b of relay 3—9A1, front contacts 
b of relays 3-—9WP and 3—9TR, reverse magnet RM, 
and normal contact X1 of circuit controller CC of switch 
movement 3—9SM to terminal N. This energization of 
reverse magnet RM causes the switch points to be moved 
vto their reverse position and, upon the completion of this 
movement, switch repeater relay 3—9RWP is energized 
by completion of the obvious circuit at reverse contact 
XI of controller CC. At the beginning of the movement 
of the switch points, the circuit for relay 3—9NWP is 
interrupted at normal contact Y2 of controller CC and 
this repeater relay releases. A similar circuit may be 
traced from terminal B over the lever arm of control 
lever 6—9MC in its A position, front contact 7‘ of relay 
3-9AD, fronfcontact c of relay 3—9A1, which assures 
that the route storage requires the cut to pass over both 
switches of the lap arrangement, back contact h of relay 
3-—9AT, front contact b of relay 3—-9A2, front contacts 
b of relays 6—9WP and 6—9TR, reverse magnet RM and 
normal contact X]. of circuit controller CC of switch 
movement 6—9SM to terminal N. Repeater relay 
6—9NWP is deenergized and releases shortly after the 
switch points begin their travel to the reverse position 
and relay 6—9RWP is energized upon the completion 
of the movement of the switch points, the circuit arrange 
ments being similar to those previously described for 
other switch movements. 
As this second cut passes over the lap switches, it 

progressively enters track section 3—9T and track section 
6—9T. Shunting of the corresponding track circuits 

v causes track relays 3—9TR and 6-~9TR to release in that 
order. This completes the circuit for energizing transfer 
relay 8—9AT of the next or succeeding storage bank 
(shown in Fig. 2]‘). This circuit may be traced from 
terminal B at front contact g of relay 3--9AD (Fig. 2c) 
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‘over-‘back contact i of relay 3—-'-9,AT, wire '28, front con 
tact d of relay 3—9A1, back contact a of relay 6—9TR, 
wire 29, back contact b of relay 6—9TC, back ‘contact 1‘ 
of relay 3-9Z, back contact b of relay 3—_9TC, front 
contact a of-relay 3—9RWP, front contact a of relay 
6—9RWP, wire 30, back contact 0 of relay 8—-9AD, and 
the Winding of ‘relay 8—9AT to terminal N. Relay 
8—9AT thus energized picks up and completes a stick 
circuit for itself including front contact g of relay 3-9AD, 
wire 31, and front contact a and the winding of relay 
8-9AT. If this particular cut had been routed to stor 
age track 6 or 7, relay 6—7AT would be energized at this 
time over a circuit which would be identical with the 
energizing circuit just traced to and including front con 
tact a of relay 3—9RWP, and thence over front contact a 
of relay 6—9NWP, since switch 6—9SW would be in its 
normal position, wire 32, back contact 0 of relay 6—7AD, 
and the winding of relay 6—7AT to terminal N. The stick 
circuit for relay 6—7AT is the same as the stick circuit 
for relay 8—9AT except for including front contact a 
and the winding of relay 6—7AT. 
The closing of front contacts of relay 8—9AT_ com 

pletes the energizing circuit for relay 8——9AD, this cir 
cuit extending from terminal B at normally closed contact 
a of cancel button 8--9CB over front contact (3 of relay 
8—-9AT, the winding of relay 8--9AD, and front contact 
a of relay 8—-9TR to terminal N. The closing of front 
contact a of relay 8~—9AD completesv a stick circuit for 
this relay which by-passes front contact c of transfer relay 
8—9AT. A circuit is now prepared to transfer the route 
storage from bank 3—9A to bank 8—~9A. However, 
since the particular route here involved required the con 
trol of two switches at the lap switch location, the switch 
controls stored in the ?rst two relays of bank 3—-9A have 
been used and only the switch control stored in relay 
3—9A3 remains to be transferred to the succeeding lo 
cation. The circuit for this may be traced from terminal 
B over front contact b of relay 3-9A3, wire 34, front 
contact d of relay 8—-9AT, the winding of relay 8—9A1, 
and front contact (I! of relay 8—9AD to terminal N. Thus 
energized, relay 8—9A1' picks up and completes a stick 
circuit for itself including its own. front contact a and 
front contact d of relay 8——9AD. 
When relay 8—9AT picks up, it also completes ‘an 

energizing circuit for transfer control relay 6—9TC. 
This circuit extends from terminal B at front contact 1‘ of 
relay 8—9AT through wire 35 and the winding of relay 
6—9TC to terminal N. Relay 6—9TC picks up and com 
pletes a stick circuit which at this time extends from ter 
minal B at back contact e of relay 6—9TR over front 
contact b of relay 3——9RWP and front contact a andthe 
winding of relay 6—9TC to terminal N. Relay 6—9TC'is 
thus held' energized until this cut of cars clears track sec 
tion 6—9T, and prevents the transfer of a second route 
storage from bank 3~9A during this occupancy of the 
track section. ' ‘ ‘ 

With both relay 8—9AT and relay 8-19AD picked up, 
the stick circuit for relay 3——9AD is interrupted at back 
contacts b of the two ?rst mentioned relays and this latter 
relay releases at the end of its slow release period.‘ This 
occurs, as is usual, after the‘ route storage has been trans 
ferred to the succeeding storage bank. Release of relay 
3-9AD deenergizes relay 8——9AT by interrupting the 
stick circuit for the latter relay at front contact g of relay 
3—9AD. Relay 8—9AT releases to complete the trans 
fer action into bank 8—9A. The release of relay 3—9AD 
also conditions bank 3-—9A to receive a succeeding route 
storage, that is, ful?lls the conditions to allow a succeed 
ing route to be transferred into bank 3-—-9A. 
At storage bank 8-9A, release of relay 8——9AT com~ 

pletes the circuit for the operation of'switch 8-—-9SW to 
its reverse position. This circuit includes the lever arm 
of control lever 8———9MC in its A position, front contact e 
of relay 8—9AD, back contact e of relay 8--9AT, and 
front contact b of relay 8--9A1. The remainder of this 
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control circuit for switch movement 8-9SM is similar 
to that shown and already discussed for switch movement 
1—-9SM, and for the sake of simplicity is not shown or de 
scribed here. 
When this second cut of cars enters detector track sec 

tion 8—-9T associated with switch 8—9SW, the track cir 
cuit is shunted and track relay 8-9TR releases. The 
opening of front contact a of this track relay deenergizes 
relay 8—9AD ‘and this latter relay shortly releases. Re 
lease of relay 8-9AD interrupts the stick circuit for 
switch control relay 8-9A1 and this relay releases can 
celling the route storage in this storage bank. The closing 
of back contact ;f of relay 8—9AD completes the circuit 
for energizing relay 8-—9TC, this circuit including in addi 
tion back contact I) of relay 8--9TR. When relay 8-—-9TC 
picks up, it completes a stick circuit including back con 
tact b of relay 8-—9TR and its own front contact a, so that 
transfer control relay 8-9TC remains energized while this 
particular cut of cars continues to occupy the track 
section. 
The closing of back contact 0 of relay 8-—9AD at 

this time permits relay 8-9AT to be energized if condi 
tions are otherwise appropriate to initiate the transfer 
of a following route storage into bank 8-—9A. Under 
these conditions, relay 8-—9AD would be energized over 
the circuit previously traced except that front contact b 
of relay 8-9TC replaces front contact a of track relay 
8—9TR. As previously explained in connection with 
bank 1--2A, since transfer control relay 8—9TC re 
mains energized while this second cut occupies the de 
tector track section, relay 8——9AD is also held energized. 
Since track relay 8—9TR will pick up prior to the 
release of relay 8—9TC, any following route storage 
transferred into this storage bank cannot be cancelled 
during this occupancy of the track section by this cut 
of cars. In other words, transfer control relay 8-~9TC 
assures that only one route storage may be cancelled for 
each occupancy of detector track section 8—9T. 
The operation of the apparatus in storage bank 6-7A 

associated with switch 6—7SW is similar to that just 
described for storage bank 8--9A. If the transfer of 
the route storage just described had been into this stor 
age bank, the operation of the relays would be identical 
with that already described for storage bank 8-9A. 
It is therefore believed unnecessary to describe in detail 
the operation of the relays and the circuits which form 
‘storage bank 6-7A, reference being made to the draw 
ing and the previous discussion of the apparatus in 
storage bank S~9A for a complete understanding of 
the equipment at this second location. 

Returning once again to bank 1—9A in Fig. 2a, we 
shall now assume that the third cut of cars passing over 
the hump is to be routed to storage track 5. As may 
be seen from Fig. l, the route to storage track 5 requires 
that the ?rst switch in the route be positioned reverse, 
the second switch be positioned normal, and the third 
and fourth switches be positioned reverse. Upon the 
release of relay 3~9BT, which indicates that the transfer 
of the second route into bank 3—9B is complete, the 
circuits are prepared to reenergize relay 1--9AD. At 
this time, therefore, operation of push button SPB to 
select track 5 eventually results in the energization of 
switch control storage relays 1—-9A1, 1—-9A3, and 
1-9A4, the conventional circuits shown for energizing 
these relays being obvious. Upon completion of this 
route transfer into bank 1—-9A, switch 1—-9SW holds in 
its reverse posistion upon the release of relay 1—-9AT. 
When the third cut enters detector section 1-9T, the 

route storage is transferred to bank 3-9B in a manner 
similar to that already described for the transfer of the 
second _route storage. The chief difference in the trans 
fer action is that it results in relay 3—9B1 remaining 
deenergized while relays 3—-9B2 and 3--9B3 are ener 
gized. Assuming now that the second route storage has 
already been transferred forward to bank 8--9A, this 
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third route storage cascades immediately into bank 
3-9A at switch location 3-9SW in the same manner 
as previously described for the preceding route. When 
relay 3-—-9AT releases upon the completion of this 
transfer action, the circuit is completed for operating 
switch 3—-9SW to its normal position. This circuit may 
be traced from terminal B at control lever 3-—9MC, 
which is occupying its automatic position, over back 
contact a of. relay 3—9Z, front contact 2 of relay 
3—~9AD, back contact g of relay 3-—9AT, back contact 
I) of relay 3——9A1, front contacts 6 of relays 3—-9WP 
and 3-9TR, normal switch magnet NM, and reverse 
contact Y2 of circuit controller CC of switch movement 
3--9SM to terminal N. The movement of switch 
3-9SW to its normal position causes repeater relay 
3-—9RWP to release and relay 3-9NWP to be encr 
gized and pick up. Although relay 3—9A2 is energized, 
switch movement 6—9SM is not affected at this time 
since the energizing circuit for either of its switch mag~ 
nets is interrupted at front contact c of relay 3-9AI, 
which is open at this time. 
When the third cut of cars enters detector track sec 

tion 3-9T, relay 3-—9TR is deenergized and releases. 
This completes the circuit for energizing transfer relay 
3-—5BT which is part of storage bank 3--5B shown in 
Fig. 20. This circuit for relay 3 SET extends from 
terminal B at front contact g of relay 3—-9AD, over back 
contact 1' of relay 3~9AT, wire 28, back contact (I of 
relay 3-9A1, back contact a of relay 3-9TR, wire 29, 
back contacts I), j’, and b of relays 6—-9TC, 3—-9Z, and 
3--9TC, respectively, back contact g of relay 3—~9Z, 
front contact a of relay 3-9NWP, wire 36, back con 
tact c of relay 3-5BD, and the winding of relay 15-581‘ 
to tertninal N. The stick circuit for relay 3—5BT com 
pleted at front contact a of this relay also includes front 
contact g of relay 3-9AD, back contact h of relay 
3—9Z, and wire 37. The closing of front contact 0 
of relay 3—5BT energizes relay 3-5BD, this circuit 
also including back contacts b, in multiple, of relays 
3-—5AT and 3—~5AD. When relay 3-—-5BD picks up, 
the closing of its front contact a by-passcs front contact 
0 in this energizing circuit and provides a stick circuit 
for relay 3-5BD. 
The circuits are now complete for transferring the 

switch controls from the storage relays of bank 3~9A to 
the similar relays in bank 3-—5B. The first of these 
circuits extends from terminal B over front contact c 
of relay 3-9A2, back contact 1' of relay 3-9Z, wire 38, 
front contact d of relay 3-—5BT, winding of relay 
3-~5B1, and front contact :1 of relay 3-5BD to termi 
nal N. The similar circuit for the second switch con 
trol storage relay 3-5E2 includes front contact I) of 
relay 3-9A3, back contact k of relay 3-—9Z, wire 39, 
and front contact e of relay 3-—-5BT. Each of these 
switch control storage relays picks up and completes a 
stick circuit including its own front contact a and front 
contact :1 of relay 3-5BD. 
When relay 3-5BT picks up, a circuit is completed for 

energizing transfer control relay 6~9TC. This circuit 
may be traced from terminal B over front contact I of 
relay 34581". wire 41, back contact 11 of relay 3~9Z, and 
the winding of relay 6‘-9TC to terminal. N. Under the 
conditions at this moment, relay 6-9TC is held energized 
over a second stick circuit which extends from terminal B 
at back contact 1‘ of relay 3~9TR over front contact 1/ 
of relay 3-9NWP, back contact in of relay 3-9Z, and front 
contact a and the winding of relay 6-9TC to terminal N. 
The opening of back contact b of relay 6-9TC interrupts 
the energizing circuit for relay 3-58"!‘ previously traced 
and assures that no second route transfer can occur dur 
ing the occupancy of track section 3—9T by this third cut 
of cars. Other stick circuits for relay 6~9TC which are 
effective under certain special conditions of operation will 
be discussed hereinafter, as they do not enter into the 
operation at the present moment. 
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The opening of back contact b of both relay 3-5BT and 
relay 3-5BD interrupts the stick circuit previously traced 
for relay 3—9AD and this latter relay, after the duration of 
its slow release period, releases. The opening of front 
contact d of relay 3—9AD interrupts the stick circuits for 
the switch control storage relays of bank 3-9A and these 
relays release. The stick circuit for relay 3-5BT is inter 
rupted by the opening of front contact g of relay 3~9AD 
and, the transfer action being complete, relay 3-5BT now 
releases. Closing of back contact c of relay 3-5BT com 
pletes the energizing circuit for transfer relay 3—5AT in 
bank A of storage unit 3-5. This circuit may be traced 
from terminal B at back contact 0 of relay 3~5BT over 
front contact e of relay 3—-5BD, back contact c of relay 
3-5AD, and the winding of relay 3—5AT to terminal N. 
As has been previously described for other transfer relays, 
front contact a of relay 3-5AT closes to by-pass back 
contact c of relay 3-5AD, and provides a stick circuit 
for the transfer relay. The energizing circuit for storage 
detector relay 3—5AD is now complete, this circuit includ 
ing the normally closed contact a of cancel button 3-5CB, 
front contact c of relay 3-SAT, the winding of the de 
tector relay, and front contact a of relay 3—5TR. Relay 
3-5AD picks up, and closes its front contact a to com 
plete a stick circuit vby-passing front contact 0 of relay 
3-5AT. 
The circuits are now complete for transferring the 

switch controls from bank 3~5B to 3—5A. The circuits 
for relays 3-5A1 and 3—5A2 include, respectively, front 
contacts 0.’ and e of relay 3—5AT, and each circuit includes 
front contact b of the corresponding switch control stor 
age relay in bank B and also front contact d of relay 
3—5AD. Since both remaining switches in the route must 
be in their reverse position for the cut'to travel to track 
5, both relay 3—5A1 and relay 3-5A2 are energized at this 
time and remain energized over their stick circuits which 
include front contact a of each relay, respectively, and 
front contact a’ of relay 3—5AD. I 
The opening of back contacts b of relays 3-5AT and 

3_5AD interrupts the stick circuit for relay 3-5BD and this 
later relay, upon completion of its slow release period, 
releases. Relay S-SAT is now deenergized by the open 
ing of front contact 2 of relay 3—5BD. Release of relay 
3—5AT permits the operation of switch 3—5SW to its re 
verse position. The circuit for controlling reverse magnet 
RM of the switch movement 3-5SM is only partially 
shown since it is very similar to that already described 
for switch movement 1—9SM. This circuit, however, 
would include the control arm of lever 3~5MC in its A 
position, back contact 1‘ of relay 3—5AT, front contact e 
of relay 3—5AD, and front contacts b of relays 3—5A1, 
3—5WP, and 3~5TR. Upon the completion of the move 
ment of switch 3—5SW to its reverse position, repeater relay 
3—5RWP is energized and picks up, in a manner previ 
ously described for the similar relays at the other switches. 
The closing of front cont-act a of relay 3-5RWP com 
pletes a second stick circuit for relay 3—5AD, this circuit 
extending from the right-hand terminal of the relay wind 
‘ing over front contact a of relay 3-5RWP and back con 
tacts b, in multiple, of transfer relay 4-5AT and storage 
detector relay 4—5AD to terminal N. The latter two men 
tioned relays are included in the storage bank associated 
with switch 4-5SW. This storage bank is not shown in 
detail since it corresponds in every detail, for example, to 
the storage bank 8-9A. It should be noted that this addi 
tional stick circuit for relay 3-5AD is completed only 
when switch 3-5SW occupies its reverse position. 
When the third cut of cars enters detector track section 

3—5T, the track circuit is shunted in the usual manner 
and relay 3—5TR releases. This initiates the transfer ac 
tion of the route storage into bank 4-5A associated with 
the ?nal switch in this route to track 5. As previously 
explained, storage bank 4~5A is not shown in detail since‘ 
it ,is identical with other storage banks shown. The ,de 
scription of the route transfer into bank 4l-5A is also not 
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given in detail since it is believed that it is so similar 
to route transfers already discussed that it will be obvious 
from an examination of the drawing when taken in con 
nection with the preceding discussion. A portion of the 
energizing circuit for relay 4-5AT is shown as including 
front contact g of relay 3-5AD, back contact g of relay ' 
3-5AT, back contacts c and f of relays 3—5TC and 3—5TR, 
respectively, and front'contact b of relay 3-5RWP. 
When relay'3—5AD releases upon completion of the 

route transfer to the following storage bank (back con 
tacts b of relays 4-5AT and 4—5AD open), transfer 
control relay 3-5TC is energized by the circuit including 
back contact e of relay 3-—5TR and back contact 1‘ of 
relay 3-—5AD. In common with these transfer control 
relays as previously discussed, a stick circuit for relay 
3-5TC including its own front contact a and back con 
tact e of track relay 3-5T R holds this relay energized 
during the occupancy of section 3-51‘ by this third cut 
of cars. 
assures that no second route transfer can occur during 
this occupancy of the detector track section. 

It is to be noted at this time that if the third out had 
been routed to storage track 3 over switch 3—5SW in 
its normal position, the release of track relay 3-5TR 
would deenergize relay 3--5AD, since the second stick 
circuit for this relay would be ineffective at this time 
due to front contact a of relay 3-—5RWP being open. 
Release of relay 3—~5AD under this condition cancels 
the route stored in storage bank 3——5A as there is no 
further need for the route storage, the switch 3—5SW 
being the ?nal switch in the route to track 3. However, 
also under these conditions, the closing of front contact b 
of relay 3—5TC permits storage detector relay 3—5AD 
to be reenergized to allow a following route to be trans 
ferred into bank 3—~SA. This is similar to the action 
previously discussed in connection with banks 1—2A, 
6-7A, and 8-—9A. It is to be seen, therefore that, at 
switch locations which may lead to a single track or to 
another switch depending upon the position of the local 
track switch, both types of circuit arrangements must 
be provided. In other words, one circuit arrangement 
must be provided to cancel the route storage when a 
cut is routed directly to the ?nal storage track and there is 
no further requirement for the route storage. Likewise, 
a second selective circuit must be provided which will 
hold the route storage in the associated ?nal bank until 
the route can be transferred to the succeeding storage 
bank at the next switch when the cut in question is travel 
ing in that direction. 
We shall return now in our discussion to the time when 

the route for the third cut of cars is stored in bank 
3-913. We shall further assume that the route storage 
for the second cut of cars is still held in bank 3-—9A. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the second cut of cars 
is occupying track sections 3—9T and 6—9T. A ?nal 
condition assumes that the second route storage cannot 
at this moment be transferred forward to the appropriate 
succeeding storage bank because another cut of cars 
occupies the dead track between switches 6—9SW and 
8-9SW. In other words, relay 8——9AD is energized 
since a route is stored in bank 8—9A and the energiz 
ing circuit for relay 8-9AT is thus interrupted. 
Under these conditions, the energizing circuit for auxil 

iary relay 3-92 is completed. This energizing circuit 
extends from terminal B at bank contact a of relay 3—9B1 
over back contact h of relay 3-9BT, front contact 1‘ 
of relay 3—9BD, back contacts 0 of relays 3—9TC 
and 6-9TC, back contact 1‘ of relay 6'—9TR, front con 
tact c of relay 3-—9RWP, front contact It of relay 3—9AD, 
and the winding of relay 3—-9Z to terminal N. It will 
be noted this this energizing circuit checks that a route 
is stored in bank 3-98, that the route transfer into this 
bank is completed, and that this route calls for switch 
3-—-9SW to be positioned in its normal position. The 
back contacts of the transfer control ‘relays are included 

The opening of back contact c of relay 3-5IC . 
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in this circuit to assure that no route transfer has already 
occurred during the present track occupancy. Other 
checks are made that a route is stored in the bank 3-9A 
and that the initial switch of the lap arrangement is in 
its reverse position. A back contact of track relay 
6-9TR is included to assure that the second of the two 
detector track sections is occupied. 
When relay 3-92. picks up, it completes a ?rst stick 

circuit which includes its own front contact b and front 
contact 11 of relay 3-9AD. This ?rst stick circuit for 
relay 3-97. provides energy for holding that relay picked 
up if the transfer of the route stored in bank A at this 
location is further delayed. If the route in bank A is 
transferred shortly after relay 3-92 is energized, relay 
3-92 is released and the action of the apparatus con 
tinues in a normal manner as previously described. Two 
other stick circuits for relay 3-92 are at times effective 
to retain this relay picked up. The second sticl; circuit 
may be traced from terminal 13 at front contact I) of relay 
3-9NWP over a front contact (1 of relay 6-9TC and 
front contact a and the winding of relay 3-92: to termi 
nal N. This stick circuit is effective if the transfer of 
the route stored in bank A is delayed beyond the time 
that switch 3-9SW is moved to its normal position in 
a manner to be described shortly. This second stick 
circuit also assures that relay 3-9Z holds up until trans 
fer control relay 6-9TC releases and thus assures the 
release of this transfer control relay. A third stick cir 
cuit extends from terminal B at front contact g of relay 
3-5BT over wire 40, front contact a and the winding 
of relay 3-92 to terminal N. This ?nal stick circuit is 
effective to hold relay 3-92 energized during the direct 
transfer of a route from bank 3-98 to storage unit 
3-5, as will be described hereinafter, so that this trans 
for action will not be interrupted if the route storage in 
bank 3-9A is transferred simultaneously. 

'When the previously described second cut of cars, 
which moves over the lap switch arrangement with both 
switches in their reverse position along the route to 
track 9, clears track section 3-9T, a circuit is com 
pleted for causing switch 3-QSW to operate to its 
normal position. This circuit extends from terminal 3 
at control lever 3-9MC which is in its A position over 
front contact 0 of relay 3-91, front contacts c of relays 
3-9WP and 3-.‘3Tll. and normal magnet NH and 
reverse contact '2 of switch movement 3—-€=€M to 
terminal N. With normal magnet NM energized, switch 
movement 3-9SM causes the switch points of track 
switch 3-9SW to move to their normal position. This 
movement deenergizes relay 3-9RWP and causes relay 
3-9NWP to be energized and pickup. 
Even though relay S-QNWP is now picked up, section 

6-9T is still occupied. and a route storage including 
relay 3-9Al picked up is still stored in bank 3-9A, 
relay 3-SBT is not at this time energized as the pre 
viously traced circuit, otherwise completed due to the 
route stored in bank A. is interrupted at back contact 
g of relay 3-9Z. In addition, the previously traced 
energizing circuits for relays ‘d-QAT and 6 7AT are 
transferred at front contact f of relay 3-“Z to a con 
nection which by-passes back contact I) of relay 3-9TC 
and front contact a of relay 3-9R‘Wl). This latter con~ 
ncction assures that, when the storage hank associated 
with either switch 6-7SW or switch ti--9SW is empty, 
the route stored in bank 3-9A can be transferred even 
though switch 3-9SW has been moved to its normal 
position under the influence of the route stored in bank 
3-913. When the route stored in bank 3 9A eventually 
transfers to bank 8-9A, for example, and relay 6-9TC 
is energized due to the pickup of relay ft-QAT, the 
previously traced second stick circuit for relay 6-9TC, 
including front contact [1 of relay 3 QNWP, is rendered 
ineffective, even though the third cut may have entered 
track section 3-91" to release relay 3-9TR, by the open 
back contact in of relay 3-92. The action of relay 
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6-9TC under these conditions is more fully discussed 
shortly. 
We shall now assume that the third cut of cars enters 

track section 3-91‘ and, because the second route is still 
held in bank 3-9A, that the route for this third cut of 
cars is stored in bank 3-93. It will be remembered 
that this third cut of cars is destined for storage track 
5 and that switch 3-9SW has been positioned normal 
by the pickup of relay 3-9Z. At this time then, a 
second energizing circuit for transfer relay 3-5llT is 
completed, it being assumed that bank 3-58 is empty 
of any storages at this moment. This second energizing 
circuit may be traced from terminal 8 at back contact 
a of relay 3-931 over back contact Ii of relay 3-9I3T, 
front contact f of relay 3-9BD, back contact 0 of relay 
3-9TC, back contact a of relay 3-9TR, from contact 
g of relay 3-9Z, front contact a of relay 3-9 NWP, 
wire 36, back contact 0 of relay 3-5BD. and the wind 
ing of relay 3-5BT to terminal N. Under the present 
conditions, the pickup of relay 3-581" completes a 
stick circuit which extends from terminal 8 at front 
contact g of relay 3-9BD ovcr front contact /1 of relay 
3-9Z, Wire 37, and from contact a and the winding of 
relay B-SBT to terminal N. The closing of front con» 
tact c of relay 3-5BT completes the same energizing 
circuit previously traced for relay 3-5BD, which includes 
back contacts I), in multiple, of relays 3-5AT and 
Z-SAD. 

Prior to this moment, the stick circuit previously traced 
for relay 3 9A!) has been modified by contact 1/ of 
relay 3-92 to eliminate the multiple connection to 
terminal N over back contacts I) of relays 3-5ltT and 
3-5BD. in other words, the opening of back contact 
(I of relay 3-9Z disconnects this stick circuit from wire 
24 and this multiple connection while the closing of front 
contact (1 connects wire 23 directly to terminal N, so that 
the stick circuit for relay 3-9AD is not interrupted at 
this time by the pickup of relays 3-531" and 3-5l3D. 
However, the previously traced stick circuit for relay 
3-9BD is now connected at front contact 0 of relay 
3-92 to wire 24 and thence to terminal N, over back 
contacts I), in multiple, of relays 3-5BT and B-SBD, 
the opening of back contact 0 of relay 3-92 eliminating 
the previous multiple connection to terminal N over back 
contacts 15 of relays 3-9AT and 3-9AD. Therefore. 
the opening of back contact I) of both relay 3-5BT and 
relay 3-5BD now deenergizes relay 3-9llD. However, 
this latter relay, having slow release characteristics, rc 
tains its front contacts closed for sufficient period to allow 
the route in bank 3-°B to be transferred to the following 
location as will now be explained. 

At this present moment, both relays 3-9252 and 
3-983 are energized, since the remaining two switches 
in the route for the third cut of cars must occupy their 
reverse positions in order for the cut to be routed to 
track 5. Auxiliary transfer circuits are now complete 
to transfer this route information directly from bank 
3-9B to bank 3-53. For example, relay 3-5131 is 
energized through the circuit traced from terminal B over 
front contact I; of relay 3-9132, wire 26, front contact 
1' of relay 3-92, wire 38, front contact (I of relay 3-—-:3BT. 
the winding of relay 3-581, and front contact if of relay 
3-5BD to terminal N. A similar circuit for relay 
3-582 includes front contact I) of relay 3-983, wire 
27, front contact k of relay 3-92, wire 39, and front 
contact e of relay 3-5BT. Each of the switch control 
storage relays completes a stick circuit, upon picking up, 
at its own front contact a, each stick circuit also including 
front contact d of relay 3-5BD. The route for the 
third cut of cars which is now occupying track section 
3-9T has thus been transferred directly from storage 
bank B associated with the lap switch arrangement to the 
bank B at the succeeding switch in the route being fol 
lowed by that cut of cars. 
When relay 3-9BD eventually releases, the opening of 

its front contact g interrupts the stick circuit for relay 
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3-5BT and this latter relay shortly releases. The re 
lease of relay 3-9BD also prepares bank 3—9B to 
receive another route storage for a following cut of cars. 
However, when relay 3-5BT initially picked up, a cir 
cuit was completed for energizing transfer control relay 
3—-9TC. This circuit includes front contact 1‘ of relay 
3--5BT, wire 41, front contact 11 of relay 3—~9Z, and 
the winding of relay 3—9TC. Relay 3-9TC, thus en 
energized, picks up and the closing of its front contact a 
completes a ?rst stick circuit which also includes back 
contact 1‘ of relay 3—9TR and front contact 0 of relay 
3—9NWP. Since this ?rst stick circuit obviously re 
tains relay 3-—9TC energized as long as this cut of cars 
occupies track section 3-91", a following route trans 
ferred into bank 3-9B cannot be transferred forward 
improperly into bank 3-513 should this latter bank 
become clear of a route storage during this track occu 
pancy. Relay 3-9TC, when energized, thus assures 
that only one route transfer can occur under these special 
conditions from bank 3—9B during a single occupancy 
of track section 3—9T. 
The route presently stored in bank 3-—9A can trans 

fer, if the conditions ahead change, simultaneously with 
this transfer of the route from bank 3——9B. It has al 
ready been described that the stick circuit for relay 
3-9AD is changed when relay 3—9Z picks up. If 
bank 8—9A clears of a route storage at this time, the 
energizing circuit for relay 8—9AT is then complete. 
Under the present conditions, this circuit extends from 
terminal B at front contact g of relay 3-9AD over back 
contact 1' of relay 3--9AT, wire 28, front contact a.‘ of 
relay 3—-9A1, back contact a of relay 6-9TR, wire 
29, back contact [2 of relay 6—9TC, front contact f 
of relay 3~9Z, front contact a of relay 6—9RWP, wire 
30, back contact c of relay 8—-9AD, and the winding of 
relay 8-9AT to terminal N. The stick circuit estab 
lished for relay 8-—9AT when this relay picks up is the 
same as previously traced and includes front contact g 

' of relay 3-9AD and wire 31. The transfer of the route 
from bank 3—-9A to bank 8~—9A then continues as 
previously described. 
As described before, relay 6—9TC is energized when 

relay 8-—9AT picks up and closes its front contact 1‘. 
At this time, the only stick circuit for relay 6—9TC 
which is complete is one including back contact 2 of 
relay 6—9TR, front contact e of relay 3—9A1, and 
wires 42 and 43, the real utility of which will be ex 
plained shortly. However, since relay 3-9A1 releases 
following the opening of front contact d of relay 3— 
9AD, this stick circuit is interrupted at about the same 
time that relay 8—9AT releases, upon ‘the completion 
of the transfer action, to interrupt the energizing circuit. 
Relay 6—9TC is thus deenergized and releases. As 
previously explained, relay 3—9TC picks up during the 
route transfer from bank 3-9B to bank 3~5B and this 
relay is held energized by its stick circuit as long as 
section 3-—9T is occupied. The prevention of a second 
route transfer along either route during the occupancy 
of sections 3-9T and 6—9T by the second and third 
cuts thus shifts to relay 3-9TC. Relay 3—9Z is de 
energized upon the completion of these two simultaneous 
route transfers, since all its stick circuits are interrupted. 
Relay 3-—-9Z releases to return the various circuits to 
their initial conditions, including the energizing circuit 
arrangement for relays 3—5BT, 6—7AT, and 8-9AT. 
This latter circuit arrangement is held open by back 
contact b of relay 3~9TC until the track sections are 
again clear, thus assuring only one route transfer along 
each route during the passage of the second and third 
cuts over the lap switches. ' _ 

' We also provide by our invention special circuit ar 
rangements in connection with the storage 'unit at the 
lap switch location to prevent a double transfer. of route 
storages under certain special conditions. It is ?rst 
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assumed that the previously vdiscussed third route storage 
is in bank 3—9A and that this route will transfer at the 
proper time into bank 3—5B over circuits established by 
relay 3—9NWP picked up. A following route now 
stored in bank 3-9B is eventually to be transferred over 
circuits established by relay 3—9RWP picked up, that 
is, into either bank 6—7A or bank 8~—9A, which are 
presently clear of any route storages. When the third 
cut of cars enters section 3—9T, relay 3——9TR releases 
and this release is followed shortly by the release of 
relay 6—9TR as the cut progresses over switch 3—-9SW. 
Then, as described, the route storage for this cut of cars 
transfers to bank 3—5B. When relay 3-—5BT picks up, 
it energizes transfer control relay 6—9TC, as was also 
previously described. This transfer control relay, under 
the present conditions, is held energized over the stick 
circuit including back contact f of relay 3—~9TR, front 
contact a’ of relay 3——9NWP, and back contact In of 
relay 3—9Z. When relay 3—9AD releases, upon com 
pletion of the route transfer, the conditions are proper 
for the following route to transfer from bank B into 
bank A at this location and this route transfer takes 
place. 
When the third cut of cars .clears section 3—9T, the 

previously discussed circuit for magnet RM of switch 
movement 3-—9SM is completed and switch 3—9SW is 
operated to its reverse position. This movement of the 
switch to its reverse position deenergizes relay 3-9NWP, 
which releases, and energizes relay 3-—9RWP, which picks 
up. At this time, because the third cut is occupying sub 
section d of the track arrangement, relay 6~9TR is still 
deenergized and released. It is to be remembered vthat 
this subsection d is part of track section 6—-9T due to the 
mechanical construction of the lap switches. Under these 
special conditions, relay 6—9TC is held energized by a 
third stick circuit which may be traced from terminal B 
over back .contact e of relay 6—9TR, wire 42, front con 
tact e of relay 3--9A1, wire 43, and front contact a and 
the winding of relay 6—9TC to terminal N. This third 
stick circuit holds the transfer control relay energized 
during the period between the opening of back contact 1‘ 
of relay 3——9TR in the second stick circuit and the closing 
of front contact b of relay 3—-9RWP in the ?rst stick 
circuit for this relay. If it were not for this special stick 
circuit, relay 6—9TC will release under these conditions 
in spite of its slow release characteristics and thus pre 
pare the energizing circuit for either relay 6—7AT or 
8——9AT for completion when the lap switches are posi 
tioned. Under these conditions, the route for the follow 
ing cut of cars now transferred into bank 3—9A would 
be transferred forward into the following bank due to the 
third cut of cars shunting track section 6-—-9T. This im 
proper transfer is prevented by the circuit arrangement 
here provided. It is to be noted that if the succeeding 
route storage transferred into bank 3——9A designates a 
route via switch 3-—9SW normal, relay 6—9TC releases 
when the third cut clears section 3—~9T. This release of 
relay 6—9TC causes no harm, .even if the route storage 
for the third out has already transferred into bank 3—5A, 
since the energizing circuit for relay 3——5BT is now open 
at back contact a of relay 3—-9TR and no transfer action 
can be initiated. 

If, following a direct transfer from bank 3-98, relay 
3——9TC is picked up under these conditions instead of 
relay 6—9TC, a similar stick circuit is provided which 
extends from terminal B at back contact e of relay 
6—9TR over wire 42, front contact f of relay 3—9A1, 
wire 44, and front contact a and the winding of relay 
3—9TC to terminal N. This auxiliary stick circuit for 
relay 3——9TC is effective to retain‘ this relay energized 
while a cut occupies subsection d of track section 6-—,9T 
with a route storage in bank 3——9A which is to be trans 
ferred to bank 6—7A or 8-—9A. 
We shall now assume that no route storage occupies 

bank 3-'-—9B' when the thirdroute transfers from bank 












